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samarium, thulium and lutetium ( Fig. 2) . For ytterbium the 
Hall coefficient indicates 0.56 holes in the 6s band and this 
number of electrons in the 5d band, assuming the ratio of the 
mobilites to be 0.1. 

The relationship hetv;een the Hall coef .' "nt (or more 
precisely the atom ic Hall coefficient per l]u me, NeR H ) 

and the number of holes in the 6s (5s for 1) band for a 
mobility ratio of O. 1 is shown in Fig . 3 f( .: e rare eart h 
meta ls which have negative Hall coefficier Th is behavior 
is not at all unreasonable, in view of the pu: idOl S of the al
mos t straight lines shown in the bottom of FIg. 2. That is, 
the l:tr.,' 1' (more negative) the Hall coefficient the smaller 
the 1l\.1l1llJLl of positi\"e carrkrs eloles) in the f.s (or 5s) II nd. 

I). BAND* STRUCTURE OF THE KORl'vlAL TRIV.PIENT 
Rl\J-{E Ei'RTH .".lET AI S 

From the above data it should be possihle to construd 
a simple balld structure f<'I' the rare earth metals . The HaL 
coefficient clatl. suggest that the 6s band has approximately 
0. 01 hole, and the electronic spl.:'cific heat constant data sug
gest a density of states of about 2.0 states/eV/atom at the 
Fermi surface. A closer examination of these data (Fig. 4) 
show that the density of st.1.tes increases as the number of 
holes in the 6s band (and as the number of electrons in the 
5d band) increase. This is what one might c:\.-pect, but the 
a~n:t; ment shown in Fig. 4 is much better than one could pos
sibly hope [or . considering the assumptions made in deter -
m inina the densi tv of s ta tes values espec ia lly for magnetic '" . 
rare earth metals and in applying Sondheimer two band mode l 
to obtain the number of holes in the s band. It is also inter
estill" to note that there is no regular or systematic variation 

'" of the density of states or the number of holes in the s band 
for these me'tals as is observed for most of the physical , 

• When we ttlk :tbout a particular type band, suchas the 65, we re
ally mean a band which has s-like character, 
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NUMBER OF HOLES IN 65 (55) BAND 
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Fig. 4. The density of states a t tl" 
number of holes in the s band (number 
band). 
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properties of these metals. Nor does n· ., seem to be any 
dependence on the spin, or the projection "): the spin on the 
lowest J state, or the orbital angular quantum number, or 
the total angular quantum number. 

From the data shown in Fig. 4, tl1e band structures of 
three representative rare earth metals, which have negative 
Hall coeffiCients , are shown in Fig. 5. Thulium, which has 
the lowes t density of states, has the smallest number of holes 
in the 6s band, and samarium, which has the largest density 
of states, has the largest number of holes in this band: The 
other metals, which have density of states values WhICh are 
intermediate behveen these hvo extremes, have band struc 
tures represented more or less by gadolinium. It is noted 
that if the band structures shown in Fig. 5 are correct, then , 


